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Main Street Wadsworth Announces “February First Friday: February Sweethearts - Kick-Off to
Food Week” on Friday, February 4, 2022 • 5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Downtown Wadsworth’s restaurants and eateries are cooking up a tasty First Friday and invite you to the
historic downtown Wadsworth square on Friday, February 4 from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. to enjoy a great meal,
a romantic date night, a girl’s night out, or just plain ‘ol family-friendly fun!

February’s First Friday is the kick-off to Wadsworth’s first annual downtown Restaurant Week, which
runs February 4-12. Pick up a Main Street Wadsworth “Dining Passport” in one of the participating
restaurants, enjoy a delicious meal, and get your Passport stamped while you’re there. During Restaurant
Week, dine at four (4) different downtown eateries, ask each restaurant to stamp your Dining Passport,
and turn in your completed Dining Passport to the “Main Street Wadsworth Box” located at Rise and
Grind, Sonnets, or Valley Café for a chance to win a $100 gift card package from Main Street Wadsworth.

While February First Friday highlights the best of Wadsworth’s local food scene, make sure to also check
out the downtown merchants during your First Friday experience. Whether you eat in or carry out, you
can enjoy strolling through the quaint shops, many of which are hosting specials and activities.

The Main Street Wadsworth table will be located at “My Personal Trainer” at 104 High Street near the
downtown clock. Stop in, say hi to owner Heath, and get a sneak peek at downtown’s newest business!

To tempt your appetites, here is a preview of the “Merchant Menu:”
● SydeQuest Games will have specials on themed games.
● Adults can take a chance on a “blind date with a book” at the Wadsworth Public Library, and little

ones can also have fun with a craft.
● You won’t want to miss Seibertkeck Insurance’s homemade Valentine’s candy.
● Make a Valentine’s Day card at Kathryn’s Craft Closet. Thurber’s Jewelers and other participating

merchants will also have specials and treats for your favorite Valentine!

Follow www.facebook.com/mainstreetwadsworth for details and updates. Main Street Wadsworth
encourages downtown visitors to follow the current coronavirus guidelines as recommended by the
Medina County Health Department (MCHD). Main Street Wadsworth events are made possible by the
generous support of Main Street Wadsworth’s Premier Sponsor, Clampco Products, Inc., Friends of MSW,
MSW Sponsors, and with support from The City of Wadsworth.
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